The contribution of rapid intraoperative cytology to the improvement of ovarian cancer staging.
The goal of this work was to evaluate the use of intraoperative cytology in the improvement of ovarian cancer staging. Fifty-two patients with clinical stage IA-IIB ovarian cancer underwent peritoneal washing (PW) cytology and imprint cytology performed on retroperitoneal lymph node samples, during primary surgical treatment. Cytologic specimens were stained by the May-Grünwald-Giemsa (MGG) and hematoxylin-eosin (HE) techniques. Pertinent histologic sections of the ovarian lesions, cell blocks prepared from PW sediments, and lymph node samples were studied and compared with the cytologic findings. Our study reveals that, when malignant cells are present in the peritoneal cavity, PW cytology has 84.6% sensitivity and 94.7% specificity in detecting them. Imprint cytology performed on lymph node samples presented 94.1% sensitivity and 94.1% specificity in the diagnosis of retroperitoneal metastasis of ovarian cancer. Only 7 patients (13.4%) were upstaged with either cytologic method. PW cytology alone upstaged 6 more patients, while imprint cytology alone upstaged 11 more patients. This corresponds to a total of 17 patients (32.6%) who benefit from the combined performance of both cytologic methods. HE stain presents lower values of sensitivity and specificity compared with MGG. Cytologic evaluation of intraperitoneal and retroperitoneal spread of ovarian cancer by use of PW cytology and imprint cytology performed on lymph node samples contributes to the improvement of ovarian cancer staging.